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ELI5: Artificial Intelligence-based artwork (or AI Art) is 
created when a computer program generates images 
or videos based on patterns it learned from a bunch 
of data.

How: A person trains a computer program, known as 
an AI model, to recognize patterns in images by 
providing it with a lot of examples, like pictures of 
various objects, scenes, or even other artworks. The 
AI model learns from this data to understand different 
shapes, colors, and textures. Over time, with enough 
training, the AI gets better at creating new images. If 
it's shown many images of red cups, it can generate 
a new image of a red cup even if it's in a style or 
angle it hasn't seen before.



AI Art examples: What can you make?

● Shoes
● Clothing
● Furniture
● Characters
● Art, Comics
● Jewelry
● Beverages
● Album cover
● Film and TV
● Storytelling
● Idea Exploration



Adobe Firefly
AI Art: Create art, fonts and more. Adobe only trains their AI on 

Adobe’s Stock library, public domain, and licenced images.



Microsoft Bing AI
Advanced AI Image Generation powered by Dall-E 3 (OpenAI)



AiForKids.app
Safe AI Art creation for kids, accessible if you can’t type easily



HOW TO MAKE AN 
AI ART PROMPT

[ ADJECTIVES ] + [ SUBJECT ] + [ VERB ] + [ OBJECT ] + [ ART STYLE]

A GREEN CAT SLEEPING ON A BLUE COUCH. OIL PAINTING

A 1990’s portrait of a Black woman, taking a selfie, at a concert. 
Realistic photograph.

A COLORFUL BEAR, EATING BREAKFAST. ON A CEREAL 
BOX. KAWAII PRODUCT IMAGE.







● AI might get the answer wrong, misunderstand 
what you want, or lack an understanding of your 
lived experience.

● Training Data: Some AI companies train their 
model on copyrighted artworks. Some chose to 
only train on licensed sources.

● Academic Honesty: If you use ChatGPT, or AI Art 
tools like Bing or Firefly. Just be honest about it!

Ethics in AI and AI Art


